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We applied soft X-rays for investigation of dynamics of Frenkel point
defects in a Si crystal during its saturation with metastable vacancies with
neighboring Si atoms in excited states or vacancies with neighboring Si atoms
in interstitial states produced in the lattice after ejection of Auger electrons.
The irradiated irregularities and defects of the lattice cause a change of Bragg
reflection maxima. Several resonance phenomena related to the metastable
states introduced into Si crystal by soft X-rays irradiation have been detected.
PACS numbers: 61.72.–y, 61.72.Dd, 05.50.+q

1. Introduction
The existence of relaxation processes of Frenkel point defects and very fast
diffusion of metastable lattice vacancies [1] in a Si crystal irradiated by soft X-rays
were found and presented in papers [2, 3]. This very important phenomenon was
detected by investigation of the time dependence of Hall mobility in a crystalline Si
sample after switching off soft X-ray irradiation. The complicated time dependence
of current and Hall mobility and abrupt changes of these properties after 1500 min
since the moment of switch-off indicate that relaxation processes associated with
metastable defects in the silicon are involved.
The aim of this investigation is to detect these relaxation processes of
metastable states, using measurements of the time dependence of the diffraction
maximum intensity of reflection spectrum index (333) from a crystal of orientation
(111) and size 0.0170 × 0.004 × 0.004 m3 . Measurements were done with a diffractometer DRON-2 (Russian device). The intensity of irradiation was registered by
a LiF dosimeter and doses of irradiation were measured by the thermoluminescent
dosimeter (TLD) device [4] manufactured in the factory “Rodos” in Finland.
(159)
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It is known that Frenkel point defects and vibration of the crystal lattice
influence the intensity of interference lines of the diffracted X-rays and diffusion
background. By measuring relative intensity of X-ray reflection at a fixed diffraction angle ϑ = 47.48◦ for the Kα1 line of Cu X-ray characteristic spectrum (with
the wavelength λ = 1.5405 Å) at two different energies of irradiation, we obtained
the mean square displacements hu2s i of Si atoms from their regular equilibrium positions in a crystal lattice. The resonance-like behavior of the time dependence of
hu2s i can be explained by the presence of excited atoms in the metastable states [1]
in a Si crystal irradiated by soft X-rays.
2. Measurements of dynamics of Frenkel point defects in Si crystal
irradiated by soft X-rays
Quantitative analysis of crystalline structure is based on the investigations of
intensity [5] Ihkl of X-rays reflected from the crystal lattice, with reflection indexes
hkl:
2
LP A(ϑ, µ)pV,
(2.1)
Ihkl = I0 cFhkl
2
where I0 is the intensity of incident beam, c is a constant, Fhkl
is the structure
factor, LP is the product of Lorenz and polarization factors, A is the absorption
factor, p is the multiplicity factor, V is the scattering volume. Thermal motion
and displacement of atoms to metastable or interstitial positions in the crystal
lattice caused by Auger effect [5] are changing the structure factor [5]:
µ
¶
16 2 2
2
2
2
Fhkl = F0 exp − π hu i(sin ϑ/λ) .
(2.2)
3
Here, F0 p
is the structure factor for 0 K temperature, in the absence of structural defects,
hu2 i is a square root of mean square deviation of atoms from
regular pattern.
Since the changes in a crystal lattice generated by thermal motion and irradiation of defects are independent processes, we have

hu2 i = hu2t i + hu2d i,
(2.3)
p
p
where hu2t i and hu2d i are root-mean-square deviations of atoms from regular
positions, caused by thermal motion and X-ray-generated defects, respectively.
Since all measurements were done at room temperature, changes
p in relative intensity I/I0 of diffraction maximum can be related to changes of hu2d i or to amount
of point defects generated by the soft X-rays:
µ
¶
16
I
= exp − π 2 hu2d i(sin ϑ/λ)2 ,
(2.4)
I0
3
from which we obtain
q
q
ln II0
(2.5)
hu2d i = 4π sin ϑ .
√
3

λ
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In the case of the Auger effect, kinetic energy of the ejected electron, called
an Auger electron, is equal to the energy of the corresponding X-ray photon minus
the electron binding energy. The highest probability of the Auger effect and the
largest amount of point defects produced by this effect in Si crystal can be received
in the case of X-ray photons with 6 keV energy [6]. The Frenkel point defects are
obtained as a result of Coulomb-force interactions and transitions of the ionized Si
atoms from their equilibrium sites to metastable or interstitial states. The relative
fluctuations of the number of atoms in excited states can be related to relative
fluctuations of crystal volume containing Nmi atoms:
∆V (t) ≈ Nmi (t)a3 .
(2.6)
Here, a = 5.431 Å is the Si lattice constant in vacuum at 295.6 K.
Taking into account
p the fact that fluctuations of the crystal volume can be
related to changes of hu2d i, we obtain
µq
¶3
∆V (t) ≈ N
hu2d i(t) ,
(2.7)
where N = 5 × 1022 cm−3 is the number of Si atoms in the unit volume. From the
formulae (2.6) and (2.7) we obtain
µq
¶3
2
Nmi (t) ≈ N
hud i(t) /a3 .
(2.8)
For Cu anode, the maximum spectral density of continuous X-ray spectrum
at photon energy 6 keV is achieved when the X-ray tube voltage is equal to 9 kV.
After long irradiation of 6–12 hours of the sample, we detected a decrease
in maximum intensity without changing half of width of diffraction peak. This
indicates that the X-rays generate only point defects [5]. After irradiation of
50–70 hours, the crystal lattice of Si is restored. This fact shows that metastable
vacancies and excited point defects in Si crystals can be generated not only by the
action of 1–2 MeV electrons [7] or 60 Co gamma-rays [8] but also with soft X-rays
[2, 3]. The recovery of Si crystal after irradiation is not complete and this fact
is related to interstitial atoms or some stable complexes, whose amount increases
during irradiation. Consequently, we can express the mean square deviation of
lattice from the regular pattern, resulting from atom transitions into metastable
or interstitial states, in the following way:
hu2d i = hu2dv i + hu2di i.
(2.9)
The magnitude of hu2dv i depends on the number of excited vacancies and
atoms in metastable states, and hu2di i depends on the number of interstitial atoms.
The number of interstitial atoms is proportional to irradiation dose.
The vacancy formation energy can be calculated as follows [9]:
n−1
Eb ,
(2.10)
∆E = E v −
n
where Ev is the total energy of the cell containing the vacancy, n is the number
of atoms in the cell, and Eb denotes the total energy of the bulk calculated us-
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ing the same cell parameters. When after the irradiation the crystal lattice has
a non-equilibrium number of interstitial atoms and associated vacancies, the crystal is in the excited state and energy of the crystal is increased by nvi ∆Ei . Here
nvi and ∆Ei are the number and the energy of the produced pairs of interstitial
atoms and excited vacancies in the process of irradiation. As a result of energy
release in the carriers capture process by vacancies and vacancies recombination
with the interstitial atoms, we have energy convertion to the vibrational modes
of Si lattice. Also the crystal energy increases on nve ∆Ee by the Auger effect
as a result of generation of nve excited vacancies with neighboring atom in the
excited state. The total energy ∆Ef absorbed in the crystal can be approximately
expressed as the sum of the two terms involving generation energies of Frenkel
point defects and the term reflecting energy loss in the process of crystal lattice
transition into the thermal equilibrium state:
∆Ef (t) = n(t)ei ∆Ei + n(t)ve ∆Ee + ∆Em (t).
(2.11)
The term ∆Em (t) represents the time dependent energy loss related to transitions of metastable states of Frenkel point defects into stable states. The numbers
of atoms in metastable and interstitial states depend on time in a different manner,
and we can measure a relaxation process of the relative intensity I/I0 of diffraction maximum caused by time dependence of the number of Frenkel point defects
composed of the vacancies and neighboring atoms in metastable or interstitial
states.
3. Compound relaxation processes in excited systems
For investigation of the temperature dependence of kinetic parameters (time,
frequency, concentration, parameters of diffusion, and Brownian motion) of compound systems, the Arrhenius law is usually applied [4]:
Φn (T ) = A exp(±Un /kT ).
(3.1)
The Un terms can be determined from the experimental measurements of
ln Φn (1/T ). The usually obtained values of Un are 5–10 eV. These values are
larger than the true interaction energy between atoms or molecules in condensed
systems, where this term is usually equal to about 1 eV. This can be explained only
when Un is not a potential barrier for elementary event, but a sum of potential
barriers of elementary acts of compound collective processes instead [4].
In this case, the probability of producing vacancies by compound processes
caused by irradiation of Si crystal with soft X-rays can be represented by the
following formula [4]:
X
Wn exp(−En /kT ).
(3.2)
W =
n

Here, Wn is a probability of transition from the crystal site with energy En to
the interstitial or metastable state [1]. This formula can also describe the reverse
process. In the case of a two-level system, we can use the Boltzmann statistics for
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calculation of population ratio [10] P of two quantum levels with energies ε2 > ε1
µ
¶
ω(ε2 )
−E21
P =
= exp
,
(3.3)
ω(ε1 )
kT
where E21 = ε2 − ε1 , E21 > 0. For an excited system, P ≥ 1, and then we have
T < 0.
It is possible to describe properties of an excited system in the non-isothermal
case by introducing the following temperature function [10]:
1
T (t) =
.
(3.4)
a − b ln(tc)
The temperature function T (t) depends on parameters a, b, c and has a singularity at the time moment t0 . We can express time t in the units of time moment t0 ,
then we obtain
1
1
t = zt0 , T (t) = −
, t0 = exp(a/b).
(3.5)
b ln(z)
c
It is very important that the temperature function T (t) corresponds to the
Boltzmann statistics for description of the population ratio (3.3) P (t) of two quantum levels E2 > E1 :
Eb
P (t) = z E21 b/k = z α−1 , α = 1 +
.
(3.6)
k
E is the activation energy of the diffusion in solids.
From the last expression, if b < 0 and α < 1, we obtain that all excited
vibration states E2 of atoms taking part in diffusion are populated at the initial
time when z → 0. When b > 0 and α > 1, we have the process of saturation of the
system by the excited states. The parameter b depends on intensity and spectrum
of X-rays used for irradiation of the crystal. Vacancies are produced by moving
the atoms from the lattice site to metastable state [4] with ²2 = 1 eV energy or
to the interstitial state as a result of Coulomb interaction after the ejection of
Auger electrons. For displacement of these atoms to metastable states, they must
penetrate through the barrier of height ∆E = 1.5 eV [5], and for displacement to
interstitial state [2] with an energy of 0.8 eV, they must penetrate through the
additional potential barrier of height [5] 0.5 eV.
Then, using (3.3) and (3.6), we obtain
Nm (z)
= z α−1 .
(3.7)
N − Nm (z)
Here, Nm is the number of Si atoms in metastable and interstitial states, N
is the number of Si atoms in cm3 . The last formula can be easily transformed to
a more handy form:
z α−1
Nm (z)
= α−1
.
(3.8)
N
z
+1
If we have periodic excitation of metastable system with a relaxation period
τ i = tf − ti , we can present (3.8) in the following way:
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t−tf
t0

´α−1

Nm (t)
=³
´α1
N
t−ti
t0

,

ti ≤ t ≤ tf .

(3.9)

+1

4. Relaxation processes in crystalline silicon initiated by soft X-rays
In our experiments we used the crystal sample of high-resistance 667 Ω cm
Si doped with boron. If the Si crystal is doped with boron the three electrons
form a covalent bond with neighboring Si atoms, leaving the fourth bond broken.
The irradiation of the Si crystal with soft X-rays initiates Auger processes which
generates the very fast vacancies [2, 3] and breaks bonds in the lattice. All broken
bonds change the energy of lattice and increase lattice distortions. Carrier density dependence on Auger recombination, carriers transitions to charged vacancies
and phonon-assisted Auger recombination [11] make expedient to investigate the
influence of these processes dependence of lattice parameters on irradiation. Fast
non-radiative Auger recombination and free carriers absorption prevent optical
transitions in crystal silicon [12] and increase probability of relaxation effects in
lattice. These relaxation effects also can be generated by the different diffusivity
of vacancies in different charge states. For diffusion of charged vacancies like in
diffusion experiments [13] with the Si samples doped by B and P the Fermi level
EF must depend on time. It is important that concentration of the charged defects
also vary [13] with EF .
Experimental measurements of intensity of X-ray reflection were performed
with a diffractometer DRON-2 by summing the number of photons in 10 s time
interval with 1 min period for a fixed diffraction angle ϑ = 47.48◦ . The experiment was done using a Cu anode with X-ray characteristic spectral line Kα1 of
wavelength λ = 1.5405 Å for anode voltages 10.4 kV, 13 kV and Roentgen tube
currents 30 mA, 16 mA, respectively. Results are presented in Fig. 1 andp
Fig. 3.
We calculated and presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 the square root i = hud i2
of the mean square displacements (2.5) of Si atoms from their regular equilibrium positions in crystal lattice dependence on time of irradiation. The oscillating
terms i of these displacements were fitted with the formula (3.9) for the time dependence of saturation of Si crystal lattice with metastable states, using a fixed
value of the excitation parameter α = 0.8. These oscillations with the same excitation parameter α show that Si crystal lattice irradiated by soft X-rays acts as
a two-level system [10] for atomic transitions from metastable states into neighboring metastable vacancies or the reverse transitions by producing metastable
vacancies. Also can be produced the simple vacancies with neighboring atoms
in the interstitial sites. All these processes are generated by electron transitions
between conductivity band and charged vacancies and excited atoms vibrations
in metastable states. The importance of excited lattice vibrations can be derived
from the fact that Si crystal after irradiation can stay in excited states many
hours [2, 3]. The initial part of dependence of the point defect-producing process
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Fig. 1. Experimental dependence of intensity (number of photons/10 seconds) of reflection from Si crystal orientated (111) on time (with diffractometer DRON-2 for a fixed
diffraction angle ϑ = 47.48◦ ). Experiment was done with Cu anode X-ray characteristic
spectral line Kα1 of wavelength λ = 1.5405 Å for anode voltage 10.4 kV and X-ray tube
current 30 mA.

p

Fig. 2. Dependence of square root of mean square displacements i = hu2d i of atoms
from equilibrium positions on time t. Bold lines are interpolations of i and describe
periodic transitions (α = 0.8) from metastable states (3.9) with equal time periods
t0 = 41 min into lower metastable state of Si crystal. The interpolation line (dots) is
proportional to the excitation function (3.9) with excitation parameter α = 1.77 and
has a period of t0 = 90 min. X-ray tube current was 30 mA, anode voltage was 10.4 kV.

on irradiation time for both experiments can be defined by the same excitation
parameter α = 1.77. The equal constants of excitation for different anode voltages and Roentgen tube currents demonstrate that these constants depend only on
properties of Si crystal. The obtained resonance of the term i can be interpreted as
normal modes of resonant transitions of coupled oscillating atoms into metastables
states and the reverse transitions into vacancies in the process of the irradiation by
5–15 keV photons. These photons can increase the vibration energy of the lattice
and produce excited vacancies by means of Auger effect. The vibrations of atoms
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Fig. 3. Experimental dependence of intensity (number of photons/10 seconds) of reflection from Si crystal orientated (111) on time (with diffractometer DRON-2 for a fixed
diffraction angle ϑ = 47.48◦ ). Experiment was done with Cu anode X-ray characteristic
spectral line Kα1 of wavelength λ = 1.5405 Å for anode voltage 13 kV and X-ray tube
current 16 mA.

p

Fig. 4. Dependence of square root of mean square displacements i = hu2d i of atoms
from equilibrium positions on time t. Bold lines are interpolations of i and describe
periodic transitions (α = 0.8) from metastable states (3.9) with equal time periods
t0 = 41 min into lower metastable states of Si crystal. The interpolation line (dots) is
proportional to the excitation function (3.9) with excitation parameter α = 1.77 and
has a period of t0 = 33 min. X-ray tube current was 16 mA, anode voltage was 13 kV.

in excited states of lattice generated by X-rays play the role of external periodic
force, and when its frequency coincides with the frequency ofpthermal vibrations
of atoms placed at neighboring of excited vacancies [14] ω v = 3k/m−γ 2 , the res-
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onance occurs. Here, k is oscillators constant, γ = c/2m, where c is the coefficient
of velocity-dependent damping force, m is the oscillators mass. The maximum
amplitude of oscillations of vacancies of neighboring atoms occurs at the resonant
frequency ωr = ωv . This resonance can be obtained only for special values of
anode current. The probability of Auger effect and vacancy formation depends on
the anode voltage. It follows that oscillations of the number of point defects in Si
latice can be measured only for special values of voltage and current in a Roentgen
tube.
5. Results and conclusions
Using soft X-rays under conditions of Auger effect [5], we obtained periodic
transitions of Si atoms into lower metastable states with smaller distortions of the
lattice and the reverse transitions. These transitions occur due to the influence of
lattice vibrations on neighboring vacancies. In recent papers [2, 3] it was shown
that after removing Si atoms from the sites in the Si lattice into metastable or
more stable interstitial states, negatively charged vacancies are formed, which can
move long distances relatively fast. These vacancies can migrate if at least two
more bonds are broken [15], for which an energy of 0.35 eV is needed at room
temperature. The energy emission after transition of a Si atom from metastable
state into the vacancy is about [5] 1 eV and is more than sufficient for the motion of
vacancies. Some atoms however in the metastables states, which are neighboring
to excited vacancies, can transit into more stable interstitial states changing these
vacancies into unexcited. The prevailing direction of these processes depends on
interaction with the lattice vibrations and electrons transitions. The periodic
resonant distortions of the Si lattice presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 were obtained
in the process of irradiation of the crystal with soft X-rays for copper anode with
voltages U = 10.4 kV and 13 kV. This periodic process of population of metastable
states and generation of excited vacancies can be explained in terms of periodic
excitations of a two-level system [10] formed by atoms in metastable states of
Si lattice, produced by Auger effect, and lattice vibrations interference. From
electron binding energy [16] E = 1844 eV in K shell of Si atom [13] and maximum
intensity of continuous spectrum of X-rays [5] for wavelength λ = 18.517/U , we can
evaluate the minimum anode voltage Umin = 2.754 kV required for the occurrence
of Auger effect.
However, in order to obtain the periodic resonant distortions of Si lattice, a
certain amount of energy should be also transmitted into the lattice for generation
of periodic resonant atom transitions from metastable states into vacancies and
activation of vacancy motion. For realization of this aim, appropriate currents in
the Roentgen tube must be used.
The results presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 indicate that square root of
the mean square displacement i is significantly oscillating: i(300 min) = 0.08 ×
10−10 m, i(320 min) = 0.15 × 10−10 m, i(350 min) = i(300 min) and i(270 min) =
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0.05 × 10−10 m, i(300 min) = 0.13 × 10−10 m, i(315 min) = i(270 min).
Using formula (2.8), we can calculate the oscillations of concentration of Si
atoms in metastable states for both presented cases: Nmi (300 min) = 1.598 ×
1023 m−3 , Nmi (320 min) = 1.053 × 1024 m−3 , Nmi (350 min) = Nmi (300 min)
and Nmi (270 min) = 3.901 × 1022 m−3 , Nmi (300 min) = 6.857 × 1023 m−3 ,
Nmi (315 min) = Nmi (270 min). Transitions of Si atoms from lattice sites into
metastable states and the reverse transitions involve absorption or emission of
the energy amount [5] ∆Ea = 1 eV per one Si atom. Thus, for transitions from
metastable states into vacancies or the reverse transitions we can calculate the lost
or absorbed energy ∆Emi (t2 , t1 ) = [Nmi (t2 ) − Nmi (t1 )]∆Ea .
Now we can evaluate the emitted energies for oscillations presented in Fig. 2
and Fig. 4, respectively: ∆Emi (320 min, 300 min) = 1.431 × 105 J/m3 and
∆Emi (300 min, 270 min) = 1.036 × 105 J/m3 . We measured the saturation of
Si sample 0.3 × 0.3 × 1.7 cm3 through the side 0.3 × 1.7 cm2 with irradiated vacancies. This corresponds to the increase in the mean square displacements of atoms in
Fig. 2 at t = 100 min. Irradiation was done through the open aperture with area
0.05 × 1.5 cm2 ; the irradiation dose was D = 1.9668 × 105 mSv/(s · mA · m2 ),
measured with LiF thermoluminescent dosimeter [17]. After irradiation time
t = 100 min, it was found that the square root of the mean square displacement
was i = 0.13×10−10 m, and from (2.8) we obtain Nmi (100 min) = 6.065×1023 m−3 .
Taking into account the volume of a sample and the irradiation dose D, we calculated the energy absorbed by the sample: ∆E = 9.4612 × 10−2 J. The number of
produced vacancies is 9.2795 × 1016 , and energy used for producing one vacancy
with soft X-rays in the sample is 6.3644 eV. The realistic vacancy producing energy [5] is about 1 eV and in our case we see that most of energy absorption is
related to lattice excitations of Si crystal. We think that relaxation processes in
Si crystals excited by soft X-rays is one of main reasons of very fast diffusion, or
superdiffusivity [10], of vacancies, which has been measured in [18], as well as the
electron–hole recombination in Si crystals [19]. However, in the latter work, like
in later papers [20–22], vacancies were obtained by irradiation with 1–3 MeV electrons, gamma rays or fast neutrons. In our case, we obtained superdiffusion [10] of
metastable excited vacancies generated with soft X-rays [2, 3] as a consequence of
Auger effect [23]. The diffusion coefficients for these excited vacancies [18, 23] are
104 times greater than for the vacancies obtained by the thermal excitation. The
energies of Auger electrons for Si are less than 1.8 keV, and those electrons can lose
energy by ionization, excitation, and multiphonon nonradiative transitions [24] of
atoms which are surrounding the produced vacancies. In this case we can obtain
very fast excited vacancies with long lifetimes [3]. In the paper [20] it was established that a vacancy has five different charge states V ++ , V + , V 0 , V − , V −−
and increasing energies in the silicon band gap. The different ways of broken bond
reconstruction are the reason of lattice relaxation [20] which was studied in this
paper. Levels for V ++ , V + are 0.03 eV and 0.13 eV above the valence band
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edge. Taking care that the minimum indirect energy gap at 300 K for Si crystal is
1.12 eV we can evaluate that the energies of electrons transitions from conductivity
band to these vacancies are sufficient for generation of very fast negatively charged
vacancies and large lattice relaxation which we found experimentally. Also these
periodic processes depend on different velocities of diffusion of generated vacancies
in different charge states, dependence of Fermi level and density of charge carriers
on time. According to Van Vechten [15] the initial part of dependence of values
of vacancy migration from temperature can be explained introducing short-ranged
forces breaking the covalent bonds and long range forces. We can suppose that
in our case we have the similar situation. The very fast oscillations of intensity
of reflected photons presented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 depend on short-ranged forces
and slow oscillations of middle mean square displacements presented in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 4 depend on long-ranged forces acting in lattice.
The main conclusion following from the results presented in [10, 18] is the
relation between superdiffusivity of vacancies and lattice relaxation of Si crystals
excited by soft X-rays.
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